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Before observing the first week of oral argument of the Fall, 
2017, term of the Nebraska Supreme Court,1 I viewed several 
of the arguments archived on the Court’s website.2  Any citizen 
or lawyer who watches the arguments live on Nebraska public 
television3 or on the archive site cannot fail to be impressed 
with the quality of the Justices’ preparation for oral argument, 
their thoughtfulness and intelligence, and their evident com-
mitment to doing justice.4 

The second overriding impression from the recorded argu-
ments is the courtroom was surprisingly dark.  I assumed the 

video system was to blame.  Nope.  Sitting in the courtroom, 
even on sunny days, felt like legal glaucoma.5  The faces of the 
Justices appear in spooky uplighting.  There appears to be a 
sentence carved in the paneling behind the bench, but the only 
words I could make out, thanks to two weak sconces, were “…
Are Poor…The Soul….”  After a few minutes, when my pupils 
dilated, owl-like, I didn’t feel quite so depressed.  Modern 
lighting could fix this, by the way, without affecting the beauty 
of the historic chamber.

Of course, the other reason I was in the dark for four days 
was that I knew nothing of the substance of the 18 cases argued 
that week.  Not distracted by any substantive knowledge, I 
came to watch the 27 lawyers who argued those cases.6  They 
were a representative sample of the quality of oral argument 
in most appellate courts.7  Over the years, I have argued and 
observed argument in multiple state appellate courts and U.S. 
Circuit Courts of Appeal, as well as watching numerous argu-
ments in the U.S. Supreme Court.8  The strengths and weak-
nesses of the lawyers in all of those courts are remarkably simi-
lar and the lawyers I observed for this article performed quite 
well by comparison.  But, we can always improve.9 

This Article does not address the underlying question:  
If it’s only 10 minutes long, is it really oral argument or is it 
Twitter?10  Based on the 18 arguments I watched, 10 minutes 
per side was adequate in only a few cases.  If you allow 3-5 
minutes for questions for a bench as active as the Nebraska 
Supreme Court, you have only 5-7 minutes to make your argu-
ment, less if you are an appellant who reserves rebuttal time, as 
you should.  Time is relative and in oral argument the differ-
ence between 10 and 15 is more than five.  In most of the argu-
ments, 15 minutes would have allowed the lawyers to explore 
the issues fully, without repetition, while allowing adequate 
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time for questioning by the Court.  Thirty minutes per side 
would have been too much for all but one of the cases, but 15 
minutes per side would have been best.11  With 4-5 arguments 
each morning, there would be only 40-50 minutes of additional 
argument time for the Court, assuming it was all used.  (It’s not 
as if there’s anything good on daytime TV.)  And, if a lawyer 
runs out of things to say, but won’t sit down, the Court is quite 
good at suggesting when the lawyer has exhausted the Court’s 
interest in hearing more.

Formality
During the oral arguments, the Justices demonstrated 

respect for the lawyers appearing before them.  Their questions 
were polite, even gentle, and they had no appetite for embar-
rassing lawyers who had not sufficiently thought through an 
argument or failed to anticipate an obvious question.  Nor did 
the Justices appear to be offended by the lawyers’ consistent 
informality.  If anything, the Justices allowed the lawyers to 
feel too comfortable, leading to a continually casual atmo-
sphere.  The good news about this relationship between the 
Court and the Bar is that it demonstrates a level of trust not 
often found in appellate courts.  The bad news is, as a model 
of oral argument, informality may be inconsistent with rigorous 
thinking and focused argumentation.  And, while the lawyers 
undoubtedly felt they were being respectful toward the Court, 
the informality which characterized most of the arguments was 
not deferential.  

For example, it was rare for a lawyer to begin an answer 
to a Justice’s question with “Yes, Your Honor,” or “No, Your 
Honor.”  Usually, the lawyer launched into an explanation of 
the answer without indicating what the conclusion would be.  
The first reason to begin answers with “Yes (or No), Your 
Honor” in every court is to show deference to the judge.  There 
are no degrees of deference owed to judicial officers, but, if there 
were, the greatest degree is owed to the judges on the highest 
courts.  The other reasons for this technique are more practi-
cal.  Stating your conclusion before the explanation gives the 
judge a chance to ask a follow-up question before a potentially 
long-winded explanation, helping get to their ultimate concern 
faster.12  Which the lawyer should want, too.  And, during the 
micro-second it takes to give the formal yes or no, you can 
mentally organize the explanation you are about to give.  

Two lawyers repeatedly answered, “Correct!”  One lawyer 
began his answer, “Here’s the whole deal ….”  Most of the 
lawyers who at least began their answers with a “Yes” or “No,” 
omitted the deferential “Your Honor.”  Repeated twenty or 
thirty times in an argument, it sounds abrupt--a small step 
from “No, dummy.”  Worse than a bare “Yes” were several 
lawyers whose answer to a question from the bench was “yeah” 
or “yeah, yeah.”13  A good oral argument is a conversation with 
the judges, but it is a formal conversation.14   

Advocates should also appear to be aware of which court 
they are addressing.  It is true that Supreme Court Justices are 
judges, but their title is “Justice,” not “Judge.”  A few lawyers 
thought they were being deferential when they said things like, 
“That’s true, Judge,” while the Justices are thinking, “No, I used 
to be a judge, now I’m a Justice.”  

In a few cases, a lawyer knew the names of the Justices and 
used their names!  What a concept!  The only thing better than 
“Yes (or No), Your Honor” is “Yes (or No), Justice Funke.”  
Or, “Getting back to Justice Stacy’s question, ….”  It’s also 
good to remember that the fellow sitting in the exact center of 
the bench is known as the Chief Justice and, when addressing 
him, it is appropriate to use that title, as in “Yes, Chief Justice 
Heavican” or “No, Chief Justice Heavican.”  Unlike one lawyer 
who replied to the Chief Justice’s question with--and I quote 
in full, “Tell me what you mean by that.”  

Body Language
Despite the care lawyers take with language, written and 

spoken, as much as 93% of communication is non-verbal.15   
Because the attitude of an appellate lawyer should be to wel-
come questions, it helps to have non-verbal communication 
(facial expression, posture, dress, etc.) consistent with this 
attitude of openness.  During four days of Supreme Court 
arguments, several lawyers stood with crossed arms during part 
of their arguments, body language that shouts the opposite of 
an eagerness to engage with the Court.  Crossed arms say “leave 
me alone.”  Also, leaning with a death-grip on the podium, as 
if you might otherwise faint dead away, conveys a lack of self-
confidence.  

Almost one-half of the lawyers argued while holding a pen.  
Since they weren’t allowed to bring their binkie to court, per-
haps holding their pen was equally comforting.  But when they 
gestured toward the bench, the pen became an aggressive fix-
ture, seeming to jab at the Justices.  Two of the lawyers played 
with a pair of glasses while at the podium, sometimes taking 
them on and off or pointing at the Court.  Maybe, they lost 
their pens.  If their hands were empty, some lawyers kept them 
stuffed in their pockets.  One lawyer held his hands behind him 
for most of the argument, like poor Prince Phillip, trailing the 
Queen.  What to do with your hands?  Rest them lightly on the 
podium.  Keep them empty.

Perfect eye contact with the Justices is the best evidence 
of your openness to questions and the best way to know when 
a Justice is about to ask you a question or would do so, if 
you paused ever so briefly.  The Nebraska Supreme Court is 
definitely a “hot” bench, interested in asking many questions of 
each side.16  There were several instances when a Justice visibly 
wanted to ask a question, but the lawyer didn’t look up.  From 
the audience benches, it is hard to know how good the eye 
contact is.  Even the video evidence is inconclusive.  However, 
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an issue should be resolved or how the case should be decided.  
Every lawyer did it some of the time and many lawyers did 
it constantly.  They did it by starting sentences with “I think 
…” or “I don’t think …,” “I feel …,” “I believe …” or “I don’t 
believe …,” ”I suppose …,” “I guess …,” “I don’t see how …,” 
“I don’t know …”—I, I, I, I, I.  Appellate judges are spectacu-
larly uninterested in your personal opinion, except as anecdotes 
when they gather in the conference room.  They are interested 
in your party’s position.  They are interested in what the law is 
or, if the law is unclear, what decisional or interpretative tools 
the court should use to determine what the law is.  They are 
interested in the effects of their decision on public policy and 
related legal questions.  They are interested in logic, analogy, 
and precedent.  

Lawyers who say, “I think” or “feel” or “believe,” should 
say, “The appellant’s position is …” or “The law is …” or “The 
Court’s decision will …,” and so on.  During the four days of 
oral argument, no Justice jumped down the throat of any of the 
lawyers who described his or her inner monologue about the 
law.18  At a minimum, the “I believe,” etc., formulation weak-
ens the argument.  Counsel actually had a basis for the legal 
position he or she cleverly disguised as their personal predilec-
tion.  The argument would be stronger if it was simply stated 
as the applicable law or the reasoning the court should use to 
reach the right result.

it was frequently clear the attorney was looking down at notes, 
especially at the beginning of the argument when good eye 
contact is most important.17 

Speed and vocal inflection are a major part of non-verbal 
communication.  A few lawyers talked fast.   Real fast.  It 
may have been nervousness, but even if they talk that fast in 
all settings, this one is different.  Slow down.  Take a breath.  
Generally speaking, many appellate judges have old ears.   
Adjust for that.  Only one lawyer had a seriously repetitive, 
sing-song speaking style.  He knew his argument well, but 
sounded a little bored with it.  Practice the argument in moot 
courts with lawyers who won’t hesitate to remind you when 
your speaking style distracts.

Lawyers should remember the Justices can still see them, 
even when they’re not at the podium.  One appellant’s lawyer 
sat down triumphantly after his remarks and, while the appel-
lee’s lawyer spoke, leaned back in his chair with his legs crossed, 
his closed briefcase sitting on the table, apparently waiting for 
a bus.  He forgot to appear to care about what was happening 
in the courtroom.

Personal Opinion
The most common mistake lawyers made was to give the 

Supreme Court the benefit of their personal opinion about how 
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Concluding the Argument
Another benefit of having a clear theme for the argument 

is that it is a ready-made conclusion.  During the Supreme 
Court arguments I watched, almost no one made a brief, clear 
concluding statement of 3-4 sentences to summarize the out-
come they sought, including one sentence specifying the relief 
sought.  Those were opportunities missed.  A few lawyers just 
ran out of time and made no effort to conclude the argument 
effectively.  A few closed by saying only, “Thank you.”  

A few made the rhetorical error of labeling their conclusion 
by beginning it with, “In conclusion, ….”  Numerous in-depth 
studies that I imagine to exist have found that when a judge-
-or any sentient being--hears “In conclusion, …,” the brain 
shuts down the listening function and switches over to prepare 
for the next speaker.  Don’t give them that option.  Just segue 
effortlessly into your mostly prepared conclusion.  “Mostly” 
because you can leave yourself a brief instant to improvise if the 
argument took an unexpected turn.

The Death of Rebuttal
Most appellants during those four days reserved 1-3 min-

utes for rebuttal.   Every appellant should.  But those rebuttals 
usually accomplished little.  There are only four possible ways 
to analyze what happens during the appellee’s argument:

1. Major issues the appellee seemed to be winning.

2. Major issues the appellee seemed to be losing.

3. Minor issues the appellee seemed to be winning.

4. Minor issues the appellee seemed to be losing.

The only one to address in rebuttal is the first—major 
issues the appellee seemed to be winning.21  Do so in a well-
organized, but succinct statement that also allows time for the 
Court to ask additional questions before your rebuttal time 
expires.  

If the appellee’s argument or the Court’s questions did 
not help the appellee on a major issue, you may rise to mod-
estly state, “The Appellant has nothing further, Your Honors.”  
That feels good.  But, in several of the arguments I heard that 
week, appellant’s counsel waived rebuttal when there was work 
left to do because the appellee or the Court’s questions did 
knock a major hole in the appellant’s case.  If you waive rebut-
tal, do it for the right reason.

In Conclusion
Because any critique can sound more negative than the 

critic intends, let me emphasize that observing four days of 
oral argument demonstrated the Nebraska Supreme Court is 
impressive during oral arguments, the most public part of it 
job, and the lawyers who appeared before the Court were well-

One of the Justices’ favorite questions was: “What’s your 
best argument for _________?”  You should anticipate this 
question from any judge.  A surprising number of the lawyers I 
watched fumbled this one, sometimes badly.  This isn’t a ques-
tion; it’s a gift.  Don’t refuse it.  

Here’s the Whole Deal
The best way to open any oral argument is to tell the court 

why it is important to decide in favor of your client.19  Trial 
lawyers understand the value of reducing a case to a simple 
theme for the jury.  It aids jury comprehension and helps the 
lawyer organize and simplify her presentation.  On appeal, a 
clear theme may not aid judicial comprehension much—they’re 
prepared--but it focuses judges on their duty to seek justice, not 
just “call balls and strikes,” as Chief Justice Roberts has said 
misleadingly of his job.20   

Few of the lawyers began their argument with a state-
ment—a theme—of why this case was important or stated the 
rule the Court should apply to decide the case.  Those who 
attempted that kind of opening were not entirely successful, 
but they tried.  One lawyer quoted the Chief Justice who said 
in a CLE program that when lawyers prepare to argue they 
should talk about what is fair and just.  Counsel then said what 
happened in this case was not fair and just.  Good try, but it 
was too general; every lawyer in every case could say the same 
thing.  One lawyer began by stating that the case was about 
upholding the State’s commitment to the U.S. Supreme Court.  
That was better, more specific, and made the case about honor 
and trustworthiness.

Appellate counsel should be encouraged to find the best 
theme because the Nebraska Supreme Court, unlike many 
appellate courts, was patient with a lawyer’s efforts to frame 
the case as more than mere error correction.  But, any court 
will lose interest if the theme goes on too long or relies on 
platitudes or emotional appeals.  Three or four sentences are 
sufficient.

After the clear, brief theme, lawyers should state the rule 
of law the court should apply to find in their client’s favor.  
Very few of the lawyers organized their argument around such 
a rule.  This may feel like presumption—the lawyer making 
up a rule of law.  It makes lawyers feel even more awkward 
than proclaiming a theme; after all, judges decide the law.  
Nothing could be more natural.  Except in cases where a single 
precedent applies (and, if so, why is the case on appeal), your 
brief pulls together several cases and distinguishes others in 
order to support the proposition that you should win.  Reduce 
all that work to a single sentence.  That’s the rule of law the 
court should apply.  Then begin your argument explaining the 
sources of the rule, the reason it is good policy, and how every 
element of the rule is supported by precedent or by analogy to 
other cases.
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6 Several lawyers argued more than one case during the four-day 
session, including Assistant Attorney General Nathan Liss who 
argued four times, once each day, and Mark Rappl, who argued 
three cases.  In this article, I have not identified particular law-
yers with either especially good or bad techniques, but I will say 
that David Domina, who argued two cases, is among the best 
oral advocates I’ve ever seen, and I’ve seen a lot.  And, he wore 
classy, black cowboy boots.  Go thou and do likewise.

7 In fact, a few days later, on September 6, 2017, I watched argu-
ments before the Tennessee Supreme Court.  The comments 
in this Article apply equally well to Tennessee Supreme Court 
Justices and the lawyers in those cases.

8 I have appeared before the U.S. Supreme Court 16 times. Okay, 
each time I was there as a law school dean moving the admission 
of alumni groups.  However, I can say I’ve never lost a motion 
in the U.S. Supreme Court.  I can also say I wrote the book 
on appellate advocacy.  Richardson R. Lynn, APPELLATE 
LITIGATION 2nd Ed. (Austin & Winfield, 1993).  At the 
time, there were 800,000 American lawyers and I assumed no 
one knew what to get them for birthdays and Christmas.  I’d be 
rich!  It turns out there are 400 law libraries in the U.S. and I was 
not rich.

9 Of course, it is always easier to critique than to perform perfectly 
under pressure.  When I make mistakes in oral argument, you 
now have license to openly mock me.  Nor do I know that the 
Justices of the Nebraska Supreme Court agree with any of my 
views on oral argument.

10 Those of us who value and even enjoy oral argument try hard to 
dodge the other underlying question:  Does oral argument mat-
ter at all?  Appellate lawyers try to perfect style and skills, but 
the courts favor substance over style.  Michael Vitello, Teaching 
Effective Oral Argument Skills:  Forget About the Drama Coach, 75 
MISS. L. J. 869 (2006); see Stephanie A. Vaughan, Experiential 
Learning:  Moving Forward in Teaching Oral Advocacy Skills by 
Looking Back at the Origins of Rhetoric, 59 S. TEX. L. REV. 121 
(2017).  Given the growing number and percentage of appeals 

prepared advocates who represented their clients in the finest 
traditions of appellate practice.  The faults we are all guilty of 
from time-to-time do not diminish my admiration for them.  

Finally, when I have the honor of arguing before the Court, 
I will bring my own flashlight.

Endnotes
1 You may notice that these arguments took place almost eighteen 

months ago.  Near the beginning of their second semester. I 
always told first-year law students the dominant personality trait 
of lawyers is procrastination and that I meant to tell them sooner, 
but just didn’t get around to it.

2 https://supremecourt.nebraska.gov/courts/supreme-court/oral-
argument-archive  Oral arguments in the Nebraska Court of 
Appeal are also archived.  https://supremecourt.nebraska.gov/
courts/court-appeals/oral-argument-archive  

3 http://netnebraska.org/basic-page/television/live-demand-state-
government

4 The U.S. Supreme Court’s inexcusable refusal to follow 
Nebraska’s example is intolerable in a free society.  We used to 
blame it on the fact that Justice Souter feared the camera would 
steal his soul.  The Tennessee Supreme Court is belatedly fol-
lowing Nebraska’s lead, although it is not planning to archive 
them or include arguments before the Tennessee Court of 
Appeals or Court of Criminal Appeals.  https://www.tncourts.
gov/press/2018/10/05/tennessee-supreme-court-launches-oral-
argument-video-initiative 

5 This is the subjective opinion of one who does not have as 
many cones and rods left in his retina as younger persons.  It is 
definitely not necessarily the opinion of The Nebraska Lawyer, 
a licensed ophthalmologist, or anyone who enjoys free parking 
near the State Capitol. 
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14 My modest proposal:  The podium is already wired for lights.  It 
would be a simple matter to fix it to lightly shock lawyers who 
think oral argument is the same as “shooting the breeze.”  

15 http://www.nonverbalgroup.com/2011/08/how-much-of-com-
munication-is-really-nonverbal  One scholar finds seven kinds of 
non-verbal behavior, several of which apply to oral argument:  1.  
Kinesics, what a speaker does with his/her body, including facial 
signals, eye contact, facial expressivity and head movements; 2. 
Physical appearance, including attractiveness (there go my bow-
ties), body positions, and gestures; 3. Vocalics, what a speaker 
sounds like, including speaking speed, nonhesitant speech, pitch 
variation, and loudness;  4. Chronemics, how a speaker manages 
his/her time.  Michael J. Higdon, Oral Argument and Impression 
Management: Harnessing the Power of Nonverbal Persuasion for a 
Judicial Audience, 57 U. KANSAS L. REV. 631 (2009).

16 I can claim one historic link to the ancient concept of a “cold” 
bench.  In the late 1970s, I appeared before the Tennessee Court 
of Appeals where, after I referred to a case on a certain page of 
my brief, the late Judge Thomas Shriver, Sr., said, “Oh, Mr. 
Lynn.  I don’t read the briefs before oral argument.  They might 
prejudice me.”  

17 An Illinois appellate judge wrote, “Try to achieve eye contact 
with the court and engage in a conversational presentation, as 
if neither you nor they had anything in writing in front of you.  
The more you look away from the judges during your argu-
ment, the more likely you are to lose the ‘moment.’”  Robert 
J. Steigman, An Appellate Judge’s Suggested Dos and Don’ts for 
Appellate Lawyers, 3 APP. L. REV. 1, 4 (Summer 1991)

18 I would have.  But, then, I would wire the podium to shock any 
lawyer who says “I” twice.  Lightly.  (I’m noticing a trend in these 
endnotes.)

19 It is beyond the scope of this Article to include every good idea 
about appellate argument, but it would be authorial malpractice 
to not emphasize the importance of rehearsing the oral argu-
ment—by yourself, several times, at a minimum, and whenever 
possible before a moot court panel of lawyers or law professors.  
See Thomas H. Fegan, Rehearsal is The Secret Weapon of Oral 
Argument, 4 APP. L. REV. 48 (Winter 1992).  Even some of 
the better arguments I watched could have benefited from more 
rehearsal.

20 http://www.uscourts.gov/educational-resources/educational-
activities/chief-justice-roberts-statement-nomination-process; 
see https://www.thenation.com/article/time-retire-chief-justice-
robertss-umpire-analogy/ 

21 As Justice Holmes said, “One has to try to strike the jugular 
and let the rest go.”  Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., SPEECHES 
(1913), quoted in, Karen L. Kendall, Oral Argument from a 
Practitioner’s Point of View, 7 APP. L. REV. 98, 101 (Fall 1996). 

nationwide decided without benefit of oral argument, not to 
mention the rise of AI (artificial intelligence), what will the 
future of oral argument be?  See Jay Tidmarsh, The Future of Oral 
Argument, 48 Loy. U. Chi. L. J. 475 (2016).  

 My hunch is that Nebraska lawyers and judges still subscribe to 
the conservative position that, in many cases, oral argument is 
valuable because it helps the judges articulate and improve their 
reasons for decision, even if it cannot be proven to change the 
outcome in more than a few cases, ever.  See Thomas H. Fegan, 
On the Value of Oral Argument of an Appeal, 7 APP. L. REV. 
69 (Spring-Summer 1998).  

 The outlier is the late Eighth Circuit Judge Myron H. Bright 
who wrote that his opinion was changed by oral argument 31% 
of the time and, for two colleagues, their opinion was changed 
13-17% of the time.  Myron H. Bright, The Power of the Spoken 
Word: In Defense of Oral Argument, 45 ST. LOUIS L. J. 35, 40 
fn. 32-33 (1986); see also Michael A. Wolff, From the Mouth 
of a Fish:  An Appellate Judge Reflects on Oral Argument, 45 ST. 
LOUIS L. J, 1097, 1099 (2001)(who writes that, after becoming 
an appellate judge, he understood Judge Bright’s “flip-foppery”); 
Bridget M. McCormack and Len Niehoff, May It Displease the 
Court, 44 LITIGATION 33 (Winter, 2018).   

11 A former Nebraska Supreme Court Chief Justice, William C. 
Hastings, agreed with part of my opinion.  He stated, “When I 
first went on the Supreme Court in 1978, we allowed 30 minutes 
to a side for argument.  We have now reduced that to 10 minutes 
a side, with some exceptions, and we have found that the qual-
ity of argument has improved tremendously.”  Stanley Mosk, 
In Defense of Oral Argument, 1 J. APP. PRAC. & PROCESS 
25, 26 (1999).  Fifteen minutes per side is typical of the U.S. 
Courts of Appeal.  Marshall L. Davidson, III, Oral Argument: 
Transformation, Troubles, and Trends, 5 Belmont L. Rev. 203, 
205 (2018).  

12 The Justices’ questions genuinely seemed to concern issues with 
which they were grappling, unlike the U.S. Supreme Court 
where the questions are primarily influence-seeking gambits 
among the Justices, rather than information-seeking inquiries.  
James C. Phillips and Edward L. Carter, Source of Information 
or “Dog and Pony Show”?: Judicial Information Seeking During 
U.S. Supreme Court Oral Argument, 1963-1065 & 2004-2009, 
50 SANTA CLARA L. REV. 79, 143-144 (2010); Timothy 
R. Johnson, Ryan C. Black, and Justin Wedeking, Pardon the 
Interruption:  An Empirical Analysis of Supreme Court Justice’s 
Behavior During Oral Arguments, 55 LOYOLA L. REV. 331 
(2009). .

13 Which reminds me of the man who asked his wife, rhetorically, 
if she would leave him for Willie Nelson.  She said, “Yeah.”  He 
then asked if she would leave him just for Willie Nelson’s voice 
and she said, “Hell, yeah!”


